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INTRODUCTION 

This work is aimed at discussing the articulation, description through essay and 

diagrammatical representation, and citing examples of speech sounds including 

trills, central vowels and the secondary articulatory process of labialization. 

Starting with the vowels, the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) Vowel 

Chart will be introduced and be made the point of reference in the description 

and representation of the central vowels made available on the IPA chart. In 

addition to this, diagrams indicating the shape of the lips, the tongue position 

and tongue height in the case of each vowel segment will be presented before 

listing examples of the occurrence of each of these sounds in some human 

languages. 

Following discussion on central vowels, trills will be treated, starting with what 

trills are, expatiating on this with the differences that exist between a trill, a 

plosive and a tap. This differentiation will be further expanded using diagrams 

representing the phases of a trill as against those of a tap and of plosives. 

Diagrams on the articulatory organs involved in the production of each trill 

sound will also be used in further clarifying the differences. Each trill sound: 

namely voiced bilabial trill [B], voiced alveolar trill [r] and voiced uvular trill 

[R] will subsequently be discussed with adequate examples on the occurrence of 

each. 

The secondary articulatory process of labialization will finally be discussed. 

The term will be explained, stating that it is the superimposition of the labial 

place of articulation on a sound that is not originally produced at the labial 

place. In other words, it is to be described as an assimilatory process by which a 

segment which is not produced with rounded lips takes up the feature of lip 

roundedness from a neighbouring rounded vowel. 
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VOWELS 

Vowels are speech sounds that are produced with no obstruction to the flow of 

airstream coming from the vocal tract. All vowels are produced using the 

pulmonic egressive airstream mechanism, that is, the airstream coming from the 

lungs. 

It should be noted that all vowels are voiced, and unlike consonants, during the 

production of vowel sounds, no articulator makes complete contact with another 

articulator to create a partial or total stoppage to the flow of air. 

While consonants are described using the places of articulation, manners of 

articulation and state of the glottis in which case a sound can be described as 

either voiced or voiceless, vowels are described using the shape of the lips in 

which case we could have rounded or unrounded vowels, the position of the 

tongue in which case we could have front, central or back vowels and the height 

of the tongue which would give us open, half-open, mid, half-close or close 

vowels. 

So, as we describe [t] as a voiceless alveolar plosive, and [d] as a voiced 

alveolar plosive, we describe [u] as a close back rounded vowel and [i] as a 

close front unrounded vowel. 

The following page starts the discussion of central vowels, introducing with the 

IPA vowel chart.  
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CLOSE CENTRAL UNROUNDED VOWEL [ɨ] 

 The close central unrounded vowel, or high central unrounded vowel, is a type 

of vowel sound used in some languages. The symbol in the International 

Phonetic Alphabet that represents this sound is [ɨ], namely the lower-

case letter i with a horizontal bar. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Phonetic_Alphabet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Phonetic_Alphabet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I
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PROPERTIES OF THE CLOSE CENTRAL UNROUNDED VOWEL [ɨ] 

Its vowel height is close, also known as high, which means the tongue is 

positioned as close as possible to the roof of the mouth without creating a 

constriction that would be classified as a consonant. 

Its vowel backness is central, which means the tongue is positioned halfway 

between a  front vowel and a back vowel. 

It is unrounded, which means that the lips are not rounded. 

 

Examples of the close central unrounded vowel [ɨ] are found in 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Acehenese (tupeue)  [tupɨə]    to know 

Angov (hufo)   [xɨBə]     hot  

  

CLOSE CENTRAL ROUNDED VOWEL [u] 

The close central rounded vowel, or high central rounded vowel, is a type of 

vowel sound used in some languages. The symbol in the International Phonetic 

Alphabet that represents this sound is [u], namely the lower-case letter u with a 

horizontal bar. It is the rounded counterpart of [ɨ]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel#Height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consonant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_backness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundedness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Phonetic_Alphabet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Phonetic_Alphabet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I
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PROPERTIES OF THE CLOSE CENTRAL ROUNDED VOWEL [u] 

Its vowel height is close, also known as high, which means the tongue is 

positioned as close as possible to the roof of the mouth without creating a 

constriction that would lead to the articulation of a consonant. 

Its vowel backness is central, which means the tongue advances to the centre of 

the mouth, and is positioned halfway between a front vowel and a back vowel. 

It is rounded, which means that the lips are rounded. 

 

Examples of the close central rounded vowel [u] are found in 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English – Australian (choose)  [tʃuz]    Choose 

German (Muus)    [mus]    Muse   

 

HALF-CLOSE CENTRAL UNROUNDED VOWEL [ɘ] 

The half-close central unrounded vowel [ɘ] is produced by lowering the tongue 

a little below where it would have been for the articulation of close vowels and 

advancing the tongue to the central part of the oral cavity (i.e the mouth) while 

allowing the lips to be in an unrounded shape, without making a contact that 

would leave to the articulation of a consonant sound. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel#Height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consonant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_backness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundedness
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PROPERTIES OF THE HALF-CLOSE CENTRAL UNROUNDED 

VOWEL [ɘ]. 

Its vowel height is half-close, also known as high-mid, which means the tongue 

is positioned halfway between a close vowel (a high vowel) and a mid vowel. 

Its vowel backness is central, which means the tongue is positioned halfway 

between a front vowel and a back vowel. 

It is unrounded, which means that the lips are not rounded. 

Examples of the half-close central unrounded vowel [ɘ] are found in 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Dutch (bit)    [bɘt]     bit 

English – Australian (bird) [bɘd]     bird 

 

HALF-CLOSE CENTRAL ROUNDED VOWEL [o] 

The half-close central rounded vowel [o] is the rounded counterpart of the half-

close central unrounded vowel [ɘ]. It has the same point of articulation and 

vowel height with [ɘ]. The only difference it has as against [ɘ] is the shape of 

the lips, which, in its own case, is rounded. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_backness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundedness
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PROPERTIES OF THE HALF-CLOSE CENTRAL ROUNDED VOWEL 

[o] 

Its vowel height is half-close, also known as high-mid, which means the tongue 

is positioned halfway between a close vowel (a high vowel) and a mid vowel. 

Its vowel backness is central, which means the tongue is positioned halfway 

between a front vowel and a back vowel. 

It's rounded, which means that the lips are rounded rather than spread or 

relaxed. 

Examples of the half-close central rounded vowel [o]  

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English – Australian (foot) [fot]     Foot 

Limburgish (Rus)   [ros]     A Russian 

 

 

MID CENTRAL NEUTRAL VOWEL [ə]  

This is a lax vowel common in English language. It is a mid central neutral 

vowel.  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_backness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundedness
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PROPERTIES OF MID CENTRAL NEUTRAL VOWEL [ə] 

Its vowel height is mid, which means the tongue is positioned halfway between 

a close vowel and an open vowel. 

Its vowel backness is central, which means the tongue is positioned halfway 

between a front vowel and a back vowel. 

It is unrounded, which means that the lips are not rounded. It is sometimes 

signified by the pronunciation "uh" or symbolized by an upside-down rotated e. 

Here, the vocal tract is in its neutral state and creates a near perfect tube. 

 

Examples of the mid central neutral vowel [ə] are found in: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Albanian (eshte)   [əʃtə]     is 

Assyrian (satwe)   [sətwe]    winter   

HALF-OPEN CENTRAL UNROUNDED VOWEL [ɜ] 

For the articulation of this vowel sound, the tongue is raised as it would be for 

the articulation of [ɜ], but unlike for [ɜ] which is a front vowel, the tongue 

advances to the centre of the oral cavity while the lips remain unrounded and 

pulmonic air is allowed to escape through the oral cavity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_backness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundedness
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PROPERTIES OF THE HALF-OPEN CENTRAL UNROUNDED 

VOWEL [ɜ] 

Its vowel height is half-open, also known as low-mid, which means the tongue 

is positioned halfway between an open vowel (a low vowel) and a mid vowel. 

Its vowel backness is central, which means the tongue is positioned halfway 

between a front vowel and a back vowel. 

It is unrounded, which means that the lips are not rounded. 

Examples of the half-open central unrounded vowel [ɜ] are found in: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (bird)   [bɜ:]     Bird 

German (Passe)   [pɜsə]     Pass 

HALF-OPEN CENTRAL ROUNDED VOWEL [ɞ] 

The half-open central rounded vowel [ɞ] is the rounded counterpart of the half-

open central rounded vowel [ɜ]. They both have the same tongue height and 

tongue advancement but while [ɜ] is produced with unrounded lips, the lips 

become rounded for the articulation of [ɞ]. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low-mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_backness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundedness
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PROPERTIES OF THE HALF-OPEN CENTRAL ROUNDED VOWEL 

[ɞ] 

Its vowel height is half-open, also known as low-mid, which means the tongue 

is positioned halfway between an open vowel (a low vowel) and a mid vowel. 

Its vowel backness is central, which means the tongue is positioned halfway 

between a front vowel and a back vowel. 

It's rounded, which means that the lips are rounded rather than spread or 

relaxed. 

Examples of the half-open central rounded vowel [ɞ] are found in: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Irish (tomhai)   [tɞl]     Consume 

NEAR OPEN CENTRAL NEUTRAL VOWEL [ɐ] 

The near-open central vowel, or near-low central vowel is produced by raising 

the tongue above its position for the production of an open central vowel, but 

not raised enough to produce a half-open vowel such as [ɜ] and [ɞ]. During the 

production of [ɐ], the lips remain in a neutral shape and air escapes through the 

oral cavity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low-mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_backness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundedness
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PROPERTIES OF NEAR OPEN CENTRAL NEUTRAL VOWEL [ɐ] 

Its vowel height is near-open, also known as near-low, which means the tongue 

is positioned similarly to an open vowel, but is slightly more constricted – that 

is, the tongue is positioned similarly to a low vowel, but slightly higher. 

Its vowel backness is central, which means the tongue is positioned halfway 

between a front vowel and a back vowel. 

It may be rounded or, more often, unrounded. If precision is desired, the symbol 

for the open-mid central unrounded vowel may be used with a lowering 

diacritic, for the unrounded near-open central vowel, [ɜ̞], and the symbol for 

the open-mid central rounded vowel with a lowering diacritic may be used for 

the rounded near-open central vowel, [ɞ̞]. 

Examples of near open central neutral vowel [ɐ] are found in: 

 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Afrikaans (dak)   [kɐk]     Roof 

Dutch (Limburg) (leta)  [letɐ]     letter 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_height
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near-open_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near-low_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vowel_backness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roundedness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_central_unrounded_vowel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lowered_(phonetics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lowered_(phonetics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_central_rounded_vowel
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TRILLS 

Trills are a type of stops (consonants produced when there is a complete 

stoppage of airstream coming from the vocal tract when the articulators come 

together). They are similar to taps in that their closure phase is as short as it is 

for taps, but their phases are repeated. 

Unlike plosives, taps and trills have very short duration of the closure phase. 

The production of a stop has three phases namely; shutting phase, closure phase 

and release phase. When producing plosives, the articulators come together, 

stay together for a while and are suddenly released. However, for taps, the 

articulators come together, stay together for a very short time (shorter than for a 

plosive) and are suddenly released, while trills are different from taps for the 

simple reason that the phases are repeated during articulation. 

This repetition is caused by an aerodynamic process rather than a controlled 

muscular movement of the articulators. Because of the flexibility of the tongue, 

the continuous flow of air makes it vibrate against the alveolar ridge repeatedly 

to produce a trill. 

THE PHASES OF A TRILL 

Below is a diagrammatic representation of what happens to the articulators 

when a trill is produced. To make this clearer, the phases of plosives and taps 

will also be presented using diagrams so as to allow for comparative 

observation, and make for differentiation, especially to show the duration of the 

closure phase which, in the case of taps and trills, is shorter than for a plosive, 

and the repetition of the whole process in the case of a trill. 

Keywords involved in describing the phases of plosives, taps and trills are 

explained below: 

1. Shutting Phase (S.P): 

This is the phase describing the coming together of the articulators involved in 

the production of stops. 

2. Closure Phase (C.P): 

This phase describes the duration of the closure, that is, it describes how long 

the articulators stay together before they are released. 
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3. Release Phase (R.P): 

This describes the going apart of the articulators after the closure phase. the 

articulators are suddenly released during the production of stops. 

4. Oral Action (O.A): 

This describes what happens to the airstream being released at the release phase. 

If the air escapes through oral cavity, the part of the diagram indicating ‘Oral 

Action’ will be made to go apart, indicating that the articulators go apart for the 

airstream to escape through the mouth. 

5. Velic Action: 

This describes the position of the velum during the release of a stop. If the 

velum is raised, it blocks off the nasal cavity, thereby making the air escape 

through the oral cavity. In this case, the line indicating the velic action during 

the release phase will be a horizontal line. If the velum is lowered, so that air 

escapes through the nasal city, the sound becomes nasal. In this case, the part of 

the diagram indicating ‘velic action’ will be made to go apart, like a line veering 

off the other like a ‘V’ lying horizontally.  

PHASES OF A PLOSIVE 
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PHASES OF A TAP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PHASES OF A TRILL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram above, the diagram of the articulatory organs alongside the seven 

questions of Abercrombie will be used in describing the trills below. 

On the IPA chart, there are three trills, the Alveolar trill [r], the Bilabial trill [B] 

and the Uvular trill [R]. 
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VOICED BILABIAL TRILL [ B] 

The voiced bilabial trill is essentially that of the onomatopoeia ‘brrr’ used to 

signify that one is feeling cold. To produce this sound, we shut the lips 

relatively tightly, blow pulmonic airstream through them so that they flutter. 

Since the sound is voiced, we hum slightly while articulating the sound so as to 

make the glottis vibrate. It should be noted that the voiced bilabial trill is an oral 

sound (because the velum is raised during its production, allowing pulmonic air 

to escape through the oral cavity. 

The following is the description of the voiced bilabial trill using the seven 

questions of Abercrombie. 

Airstream Mechanism:  Pulmonic 

Direction of Airstream:  Egressive 

State of the Glottis:  Voiced 

Position of the Velum:  Raised 

Active Articulator:  Lower Lip 

Passive Articulator:  Upper Lip 

Degree of Stricture:  Stop (Trill) 

Below is a diagrammatic representation of the phases involved in the production 

of the voiced bilabial trill. 
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Below is a representation of articulatory organs involved in the production the 

voiced bilabial trill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OCCURENCE OF THE VOICED BILABIAL [ B] 

LANGUAGE  WORD (TRANSCRIBE)       MEANING 

Unua      [mBue]    pig 

Piraha      [kàòaiBògì]    evil spirit 

Pumi     [pB]     to dig 

Medumba    [mBu]    dog 
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VOICED ALVEOLAR TRILL [r] 

This is rolled ‘r’ of such languages as Russian. There is a tendency for this 

segment to be replaced by a simple flap. Spanish maintains a difference 

between the full trill ‘rr’ and the simple flap ‘r’. 

For the production of this sound, the tip of the tongue is placed against the 

alveolar ridge, pulmonic air is built up behind the contact between the tongue 

tip and the alveolar ridge. The air is then used to force the contact apart to make 

the tongue flutter. If this airflow is maintained, the tongue tip is made to flutter 

against the alveolar ridge several times, thereby leading to the production of the 

voiced alveolar trill [r]. 

The following is the description of the voiced alveolar trill using the seven 

questions of Abercrombie. 

Airstream Mechanism:  Pulmonic 

Direction of Airstream:  Egressive 

State of the Glottis:  Voiced 

Position of the Velum:  Raised 

Active Articulator:  Tip of the tongue 

Passive Articulator:  Alveolar Ridge 

Degree of Stricture:  Stop (Trill) 

Below is a diagrammatic representation of the phases involved in the production 

of the voiced bilabial trill. 
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Below is a representation of articulatory organs involved in the production the 

voiced bilabial trill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OCCURENCE OF THE VOICED ALVEOLAR TRILL. 

LANGUAGE  WORD (TRANSCRIBE)       MEANING 

Czeck    Chlor [xlD:r]   Chlorine 

Afrikaans   Rooi     Red 

English (Scottish)  Curd [kʌrd]    Curd 

Slovak   krk [krk]    Neck 

Spanish   Perro [pero]    Dog 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afrikaans_language
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VOICED UVULAR TRILL [ R] 

For the production of the voiced uvular trill, the uvular makes contact with the 

back of the tongue, pulmonic air is built up behind this contact, the air is then 

used to force the contact apart to make the uvular vibrate on the tongue, not the 

other way round, if not, it would probably sound like a fricative. This should be 

accompanied with a flutter with little or no friction, making it like a kind of 

growling sound. 

This sound can be found in French, but it nearly always degraded to a voiced 

uvular fricative [ʁ], to the extent that even native French speakers find it difficult 

to produce a completely satisfactory uvular trill. 

The following is the description of the voiced uvular trill using the seven 

questions of Abercrombie. 

Airstream Mechanism:  Pulmonic 

Direction of Airstream:  Egressive 

State of the Glottis:  Voiced 

Position of the Velum:  Raised 

Active Articulator:  Back of the Tongue 

Passive Articulator:  Uvular 

Degree of Stricture:  Stop (Trill) 

 

Below is a diagrammatic representation of the phases involved in the production 

of the voiced uvular trill. 
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Below is a representation of articulatory organs involved in the production the 

voiced uvular trill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OCCURENCE OF THE VOICED UVULAR TRILL. 

LANGUAGE  WORD (TRANSCRIBE)       MEANING 

Afrikaans   Rooi [Ro:i]    Red 

Dutch    Rood [Ro:t]    Red 

English (Cape Flats) Red [Rɛd]    Red 

French   Rendezvouz [Rɑ̃devu]  Appointment 

Italian    Raro [Rä:Ro]   Rare 

Judaeo Spanish  Mujer [mu’ʒɛR]   Wife/Woman 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/15/Fr-Rendez-vous.ogg
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Romani   Rom [Rom]    Man 

Sioux    Ǧí [Rí]    It’s brown 

Sotho    Moriri [moRiRi]   Hair 

Swedish (Southern) Räv [Rɛːv]    Fox 

Portuguese   Rarear [ʀəɾiˈaɾ]    To get scarcer 

Portuguese (Sulista) Repolho [ʀe̞ˈpoʎ̟ʊ]   Cabbage 
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LABIALISATION 

Labialisation is a secondary articulatory feature of sounds. It involves the 

superimposition of lip rounding on a speech sound that is not originally 

produced with rounded lips.  

Labialisation results from assimilation, that is, the process by which the 

environment in which a sound exists influences its production. In the case of 

labialisation, lip rounding becomes a feature of a sound when the sound occurs 

around a rounded vowel. 

For example, when the segment voiceless velar plosive [k] occurs before the 

close back rounded vowel [u], it becomes labialised, that is, instead of [k] to be 

produced with the lips in neutral shape as it would be when it is produced in 

isolation, it is produced with rounded lips. So, for [k], as the back of the tongue 

makes contact with the velum, because of the anticipation of the production of 

[u], the articulators are readily configured for the production of [u] which is a 

rounded vowel, thereby making the lips rounded also for the production of [k]. 

In phonetic transcription, labialisation is represented by a superscript ‘w’ written 

after the labialised segment. For example, to indicate that [k] is labialised in the 

word ‘cool’, we transcribe it as [kwu:l]. 

There are other secondary articulatory features that affect sounds apart from 

labialisation. Examples include velarisation (the superimposition of the velar 

place of articulation on a sound that is not originally produced at the velum), 

palatalisation (the superimposition of the palatal place of articulation on a sound 

that is not originally produced at the hard palate) and others. But unlike 

velarisation in which a velar sound cannot be velarised, or palatalisation in 

which a palatal sound cannot be palatalised, in labialisation, a labial sound can 

be labialised. The voiced bilabial plosive [ b] for instance in the word ‘book’ is 

labialised and is thus transcribe [bwuk]. 

The following are examples of sounds that are labialised when produced with 

rounded vowels in a continuum. 

STOPS 

VOICELESS BILABIAL PLOSIVE [p] 

The voiceless bilabial plosive is produce using the two lips without rounding 

them. It becomes labialised when it is followed by a rounded vowel and will 

therefore be represented as [pw] in a phonetic transcription. Examples of 
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voiceless labialised bilabial plosive are seen in the pronunciation of the 

following words:  

Put     [pwut] 

Pool  [pwu:l] 

Pot  [pw  t] 

Poet  [pwəuIt] 

Push  [pwuʃ ] 

In the above English examples, we can see that the voiceless  bilabial sound that 

is ordinarily not produced with a round lips is now produced with rounding lips 

because of the environment it finds itself. 

VOICED BILABIAL PLOSIVE 

 The voiced bilabial plosive is also produced using the two lips but unlike the 

voiceless bilabial sound, it is produced with the vibration of the vocal cords.  

The symbol for voiced bilabial plosive sound is [B]. Examples of voiced 

bilabial plosive sound are: 

Bull   [bwu:l] 

Booth  [bwu:t] 

Book   [bwuk] 

Also, in the above English examples, we can see that a voiced bilabial sound 

that is ordinarily not produced with a round lips is now produced with a round 

lips because of the environment it finds itself. 

ALVEOLAR SOUNDS 

 Alveolar sounds are sounds that are produced using the tip of the tongue 

against the alveolar ridge. In this type of sound, the active articulator is the tip 

of the tongue while the passive articulator is the alveolar ridge. When and 

alveolar plosive exists in the environment of a rounded vowel, it becomes 

labialised. 
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VOICELESS ALVEOLAR PLOSIVE [t] 

Examples of voiceless labialised alveolar stop are indicated in the following 

words: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (Two)    [twu:l]     Two. 

Yoruba (Tuupu)   [twu:kpwu]    Wild Pig. 

Hausa (Tuwo)   [twu:wo]    Mashed rice. 

English (Talk)   [tw  k]     Talk 

Yoruba (tù)    [twu]     Placate 

In the above examples, the voiceless alveolar plosive sound is labialised 

because of the environment it finds itself. 

VOICED ALVEOLAR PLOSIVE [d] 

Examples of voiced labialised alveolar plosive are indicated in the following 

examples; 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (Do)    [dwu]     Do. 

Yoruba (Dudu)   [dwudwu]    Black. 

English (Dock)   [dw  k]    Dock 

English (Door)   [dw  :]     Door 

Yoruba (Idoti)   [idw :ti}    dirtiness  

 

VELAR PLOSIVE 

Velar plosives are sounds that are produced at the velum. In the production of 

velar sounds, the back of the tongue is raised to touch the velum. Like other 

plosives sounds, we have voiced and voiceless velar plosive. A velar plosives 

becomes labialised when it occurs in the environment of a rounded vowel. 
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VOICELESS VELAR PLOSIVE [k] 

Examples of voiceless labialised velar plosive are indicated in the following 

examples; 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (Cook)    [kwuk]    Cook. 

Urhobo (Erako)   [erakwo]    Dog 

Yoruba (Akuko)   [akwukw  ]    Cock 

English (Court)   [kw  :t]    Court 

Yoruba (kòkòrò)   [kwòkwòrwò]    Insect 

 

VOICED VELAR PLOSIVE [g] 

Examples of voiced labialised velar plosive are indicated in the following 

examples: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Urhobo (Ogomugoro)   [ogwomwugworwo]   Giraffe 

Yoruba (Agogo)                       [agwogwo]                       Bell 

English (Gauze)                      [gw :z]    Gauze 

Yoruba (Agò)   [agwò]    Fool 

English (God)   [gw  d]    God 

 

LABIAL-VELAR PLOSIVES 

Labial-velar plosives are doubly-articulated sounds involving the two lips, the 

back of the tongue and the velum. When a labial-velar plosive occurs in the 

environment of a rounded vowel, it takes the lip-roundedness feature and so 

becomes labialised. 
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VOICELESS LABIALISED LABIAL-VELAR PLOSIVE [kpw] 

Examples of voiceless labialised labial-velar plosive are indicated in the 

following examples: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Yoruba (òpo)   [òkpwo]    Pole 

Yoruba (popo)   [kpwokpwo]    Road 

Yorupa (ipò)   [ikpwò]    Position 

Igbo (Akpu)    [akpwu]    Cassava 

Yoruba (Tuupu)   [twu:kpwu]    Wild Pig. 

 

VOICELESS LABIALISED LABIAL-VELAR PLOSIVE [gbw] 

Examples of voiced labialised labial-velar plosive are indicated in the following 

examples: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Yoruba (àgbo)   [àgbwo]    Potion 

Yoruba (egbò)   [egbwò]    Herbs/Injury 

Igbo (onogbo)   [onwogbwo]    Cat 

Yoruba (àgbò)   [àgbò]    Ram 

Igbo (mgbogbo)   [mgbwogbwo]   Uncle  
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NASAL PLOSIVES 

Nasal plosives can also be labialised. Apart from the primary place of 

articulation of nasals, they can be produced with rounded lips if they exist in the 

environment of rounded vowels. Examples of labialised nasal plosives are 

explained below. 

VOICED LABIALISED BILABIAL NASAL [mw] 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Yoruba (Moto)   [mwotwò]    Car 

English (Most)   [‘mwəutwəu]    Most 

Yoruba (omo)   [omwo]    Child 

Yoruba (ìmò)   [ìmw  ]    Knowledge 

Igbo (muo)    [mwuo]    Learning 

 

VOICED LABIALISED ALVEOLAR NASAL [nw] 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (no)    [nwəu]    No 

Yoruba (inu)   [inwu]     Stomach 

Igbo (nokoo)   [nwokoo]    Meet 

Igbo (onu)    [onwu]    Mouth 

Yoruba (aanu)   [aanwu]    Mercy 
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NON-STOP 

Like stops, non-stops such as fricatives and approximants can also be labialised 

if they exist around rounded vowels. Examples of labialised non-stops are 

explained below: 

VOICELESS LABIALISED LABIODENTAL FRICATIVE [fw] 

The voiceless labiodental fricative [f] is produced using the lower lip and the 

upper front teeth with unrounded lips, but when it exists next to a rounded 

vowel, it becomes rounded. Examples include: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Yoruba (ofò)   [ofwò]     Incantation 

Igbo (ufo)    [ufwo]     Emptiness 

Yoruba (òfò)   [òfwò]     Sorrow 

English (foot)   [fwu:t]     Foot 

English (fork)   [fw k]     fork 

 

VOICED LABIALISED LABIODENTAL FRICATIVE [vw] 

The voiced labiodental fricative [v] is produced using the lower lip and the 

upper front teeth with unrounded lips, but when it exists next to a rounded 

vowel, it becomes rounded. Examples include: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (Vault)   [vw  lt]    Vault 

English (Vogue)   [vwəug]    Vogue 

English (Invogue)  [In’vwəug]    Invogue 

English (Voodoo)    [vwu:dwu:]    Voodoo 

English (Vocal)   [‘vwəukl]    Vocal 
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VOICELESS LABIALISED DENTAL FRICATIVE [θʷ] 

The voiceless dental fricative [θ] is produced using the tip of the tongue and the 

upper front teeth with unrounded lips, but when it exists next to a rounded 

vowel, it becomes rounded. Examples include: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (Thought)   [θʷ  t]     Thought 

English (Thong)   [θʷ  ŋ]    Thong 

English (Tholos)   [θw l s]    Tholos 

English (Thole)   [θwəul]    Thole 

 

VOICELESS LABIALISED DENTAL FRICATIVE [ðʷ] 

The voiced dental fricative [ð is produced using the tip of the tongue and the 

upper front teeth with unrounded lips, but when it exists next to a rounded 

vowel, it becomes rounded. Examples include: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (Thor)   [ðʷ  :]     Thor 

English (Tho)   [ðʷəu]     Tho 

English (Those)   [ðʷəuz]    Those 

English (Though)   [ðʷəu]     Though 

 

VOICELESS LABIALISED ALVEOLAR FRICATIVE [sʷ] 

The voiceless alveolar fricative [s] is produced using the tip of the tongue and 

the alveolar ridge with unrounded lips, but when it exists next to a rounded 

vowel, it becomes rounded. Examples include: 
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LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

Yoruba (sùn)   [swu]     Sleep 

Yoruba (su)    [swu]     Defecate 

English (suit)   [swu:t]    Suit 

English (soup)   [swu:p]    Soup 

English (Soak)   [sʷəuk]    Soak 

 

VOICED LABIALISED ALVEOLAR FRICATIVE [zʷ] 

The voiced alveolar fricative [z] is produced using the tip of the tongue and the 

alveolar ridge with unrounded lips, but when it exists next to a rounded vowel, 

it becomes rounded. Examples include: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (zoo)   [zwu:]     Zoo 

English (Zombie)   [zw  mbi]    Zombie 

English (Zounds)   [zwu:ndz]    Zounds 

South Africa (Zulu)  [zwu:lwu:]    Zulu 

 

VOICELESS LABIALISED PALATO-ALVEOLAR FRICATIVE [ʃʷ] 

The voiceless palato-alveolar fricative [ʃʷ] is produced using the tip of the 

tongue, the alveolar ridge, the back of the tongue and the hard palate with 

unrounded lips, but when it exists next to a rounded vowel, it becomes rounded. 

Examples include: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English (Shoot)   [ʃʷu:t]     Shoot 

Yoruba (Isu)    [iʃʷu]     Yam 
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English (Sugar)   [‘ʃʷugə]    Sugar 

English (Shul)   [ʃʷul]     Shul 

Yoruba (aso)   [aʃʷ  ]     Clothes 

 

VOICED LABIALISED PALATO-ALVEOLAR FRICATIVE [ʒʷ] 

The voiced palato-alveolar fricative [ʒʷ] is produced using the tip of the tongue, 

the alveolar ridge, the back of the tongue and the hard palate with unrounded 

lips, but when it exists next to a rounded vowel, it becomes rounded. Examples 

include: 

LANGUAGE (WORD)  TRANSCRIPTION  MEANING 

English 
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CONCLUSION 

This paperwork has extensively delved into the description in the form of essay, 

diagrammatical representation, and citing examples of speech sounds including 

trills, central vowels and the secondary articulatory process of labialization. 

It started with the description of all that goes into the articulation of central 

vowels; stating the shape of the lips, the position of the tongue and the height of 

the tongue. It also explained central vowels using diagrams of the articulatory 

organs involved in their production. This section of the paperwork also cited 

examples on the occurrence of each of the discussed central vowels. 

The work has also been used to focus on the articulation and description of 

trills, defining trills in relation to plosives and taps. The use of the seven 

questions of Abercrombie has also been of help in giving further explanation on 

the properties of trills. Diagrams representing the articulatory organs involved 

in the production of each trill, and those representing the phases of each trill 

sound were used for the purpose of supplementary clarification. 

The final section of the work focused on the secondary articulatory process of 

labialization; defining it as the superimposition of the labial place of articulation 

on a sound that is not originally produced at the labial place. Examples have 

been given on labialized stops and non-stops in various languages of the world. 

 


